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English $USD Sign In / Join Free 0 0

Average rating :

$15.70 $15.70

Qty: 1

Add To Cart  Add to Favorites

FINBO apron

(0 reviews)

Item Code: FINBO apron

Description Reviews Shipping & Payment

weight 0.00 g

long 60 Cm

width 50 Cm

high 60 Cm

volume weight 36000.00 g

This casual dress with daisy floral print is a perfect dress with a perfect square neckline design. 
This soft mini dress features a classic check pattern and crossover design with a daisy floral print. 
This ruffled square-neck mini dress is bold and charming, with ruffled sleeves, a high waist and an eye-
catching daisy print. 
This vest skirt is made of soft and elastic fabrics, sweet and simple version design, suitable for
repeated summer wear. 
Suitable for matching high heels or purses to create a casual look. 
Suitable occasions: summer leisure, shopping, weekends, coffee shops, parties, cocktail parties, parties,
beaches, vacations, daily wear, etc. Version: Standard 
Sleeve type: short sleeve 
Fabric type: 50% Rayon, 50% Polyester 
Daisy print, plaid pattern, gathered short sleeves, ruffle detail, low round neck, mini length, unlined,
high waist, above the knee. 
Applicable occasions: summer leisure, shopping, weekends, coffee shops, parties, cocktails, parties,
beaches, vacations, daily wear, etc. 
Very suitable for matching high heels or purses for a casual look 
Regular version. Machine wash in cold water with clothing of similar color 
Model body size: height: 175.22 cm, bust: 87.37 cm, waist: 66.04 cm, hips: 93.98 cm, weight: 57.22 kg,
the model wears XS size. Pair with sandals and bags to create the sweetest summer outfit!
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Payment Methods:
FECSHOP.com accepts PayPal, Credit Card, Western Union and Wire Transfer as secure payment methods:

Global:

1. PayPal

Product Review

Average Rating: 0 based on 0 Customer Reviews
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1) Login To Your Account or use Credit Card Express. 
2) Enter your Card Details, the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. And click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.

2. Credit Card

1) Choose your shipping address OR create a new one. 
2) Enter your Card Details and click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.
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